
Steel & Silver Soldering: Soldering Ferrous to Non-Ferrous Metal
with Jean Marie DeSpiegler

Student should bring the following:

1.     24 - 28 gauge Silver (sterling or fine) and/OR Gold.  The gold looks great against the black, 
but silver is great for practice and certainly more affordable.  These can be very small scraps as 
we are making appliques to apply to the steel.
2.     Solder (H,M,E)  for either silver or gold (or both)
3.     20 gauge wire to add to a pearl to the ring.
4.     A pearl to set on the 20g. wire post (half drilled if you have one, but I set pearls that are 
fully drilled too).
5.     Handy Flux. 
6.     Apron if you have one; 100% cotton is best.
7.     Work Gloves, leather or heavy cotton, to hold pliers when they get hot.
8.     Closed toe shoes – Mandatory! 
9.     Bag lunch both days; Saturday & Sunday.
10. Material kit fee of $20, to cover patina, chemicals, and steel including a wrench.
 
The following tools are suggested.  Many of these items might be purchased cheaply at garage 
sales, Harbor Freight, Dollar Tree or Hardware stores.  I will have some to share.  If you can bring
one, it will save wait time.

1.     Mallet: rawhide or nylon, flat face.
2.     Files – old files from the garage or cheap ones that you can use on steel.  Not to be used on 
silver later!
3.     Pliers, any that you do not use for jewelry.  Vise grips, and linemen pliers and needle nose 
are great.  Any extras that you have in the garage might come in handy.  I have a pair of larger 
heavy duty double round jeweler pliers from the flea market that I use frequently.  Pliers do get 
hot and they will need time to cool down. 
4.     A rag that is 100% cotton, terry cloth is best.  Polyester blends will melt.  Large enough to 
cover your lap.  Old hand towel or bath towel is even better (you can fold it in half).  This cannot 
be washed after class due to the flammable nature of the wax.  You are welcome to use mine.
5.     Wire coat hangers.  I will bring one per student.
6.     Optivisor, if you need one.
7.     Rough sandpaper, 80 grit down to even 400, depending on the finish you want to achieve, 
to remove paint from steel.  Your materials kit will contain Open Mesh cloth 180 grit.
8.     Saw frame and blades, if needed for your project. The steel I provide is 26 gauge.
9.     Unusual shaped hole-punches that are strong enough to cut foil (26 gauge); the ones with 
two handles from Fisker® and Martha Stewart® work well.
 
 If you have any questions, feel free to email me at FSGmetal@gmail.com
Jean Marie


